Release Description:
A new release of ICVerify V4.2 is available as of Feb 20, 2012.

This version is fully PA-DSS certified and listed as a validated payment application on the PCI security standards website.

Enhancements:
As part of our ongoing efforts to maintain compliance and enhance the product offering, the current version of ICVerify has been updated to include the following new features and enhancements:

1. **TransArmor** - ICVerify now supports both cardholder data encryption and tokenization using the TransArmor service through the FDMS CARDnet platform.

2. **Windows 7** – Added support for the Windows 7 (32 and 64 bit) operating system.


4. **Amex Full Reversal** support added on FDMS CARDnet and FDMS South platform.

5. **Visa Paywave (VCP 2.x)** support added for contactless cards on the FDMS CARDnet, FDMS Nashville and FDMS Buypass platforms.

6. **Triple DES (Debit PINpad encryption)**, certification for debit transactions on FDMS Buypass, TSYS, Global East, Chase Paymentech and WorldPay processing platforms.

7. **TPP ID** (Third Party Processor ID) added at the transaction level to identify the version to aid in better support for FDMS CARDnet and FDMS Nashville Platforms.

8. **DCC (Dynamic Currency Conversion)** updates to currency codes and countries for DCC users.

For additional information please visit [http://www.firstdata.com/icverify](http://www.firstdata.com/icverify) or contact your sales representative.